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Abstract—The mechanisms of cyclic fatigue-crack propagation in a grain-bridging ceramic, namely an in situ toughened, monolithic silicon carbide, is examined. The primary goal is to directly quantify the bridging stresses as a function of cyclic loading. To investigate the effect of the number of loading cycles on the strength of the wake bridging zone, crack-opening profiles of cracks grown at high velocity near the $K_c$ instability (to simulate behavior on the R-curve) and at low velocity near the fatigue threshold (to simulate the cyclically-loaded crack) were measured in situ in the scanning electron microscope at a fixed applied stress intensity. Differences between the measured profiles and those computed for elastic traction-free cracks permit the estimation of the traction distributions. These are then used to simulate resistance curve and fatigue-crack growth rate data. Predictions are found to be in close agreement with experimental measurements on disc-shaped compact-tension specimens. The results provide direct, quantitative evidence that bridging tractions are indeed progressively diminished due to cyclic loading during fatigue-crack propagation in a grain-bridging ceramic. © 1998 Acta Metallurgica Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is now well known that the principal source of toughening during resistance-curve (R-curve) behavior in non-transforming monolithic ceramics derives from crack-wake phenomena, in particular from a zone of bridging grains behind the crack tip which were introduced from the applied loads (crack-tip shielding) [1–5]. Specifically, where fracture is intergranular, the elastic and frictional tractions generated via the contact of opposing crack faces act to reduce the local driving force in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip. Indeed, various attempts have been made to quantify the magnitude and distribution of bridging tractions acting across the faces of cracks growing under monotonic loads in order to understand the mechanics of R-curve toughening and how it relates to local microstructure. For example, sawcut techniques have been employed in which the specimen compliance is monitored as the crack-wake bridging zone is sequentially eliminated with a sharp diamond saw [6, 7]; this permits not only the magnitude of bridging tractions to be determined, but also their distribution. Another approach involves slicing individual sections out of the crack wake and using these "post fracture tensile specimens" for subsequent tensile testing [8, 9]. Although both techniques yield useful information on the extent of bridging, they are clearly destructive to the specimen.

Corresponding non-destructive techniques have also been employed to determine bridging distributions. One method, for example, uses regression analyses to fit traction distribution functions characteristic of frictional grain pullout to the measured R-curve [4, 10–12]. Another non-destructive approach involves the measurement of crack opening profiles under an applied load, which are then compared to elastic solutions for traction-free cracks. When bridging tractions exist, the measured openings are significantly smaller than predicted (Fig. 1), and this discrepancy can then be used to calculate the traction stresses. This technique, for example, has been employed for monotonically loaded cracks in monolithic [13–15] and reinforced [16, 17] aluminas.

Under repetitive loading, it is now known that cyclic fatigue crack advance in most grain-bridging ceramics is motivated by a cycle-dependent suppression of such bridging [18–23], generally involving frictional wear processes along active bridging sites. Although a complete mechanistic understanding of cyclic fatigue at ambient temperatures is still lacking, it is clear that such degradation is fundamentally distinct from the mechanisms associated with metal fatigue. Whereas in metallic systems cyclic
fatigue mechanisms are associated with intrinsic damage ahead of the crack tip, the basis for cyclic fatigue-crack growth in ceramics is considered to be extrinsic damage behind the crack tip via cycle dependent, progressive suppression of crack-tip shielding. The mechanism of crack advance at or ahead of the tip is assumed to be largely unchanged from that under static loading. For example, recent modeling [18, 21] has shown that in ceramics toughened by grain-bridging mechanisms, such as hot-pressed Si₃N₄ and Al₂O₃, repetitive sliding wear of the frictional grain bridges under cyclic loading can result in reduced frictional pullout stresses, which markedly reduces the toughening capacity and locally enhances crack-tip driving forces under cyclic loads. Similar mechanisms have been analyzed for composite microstructures which derive their toughness from frictional bridging by partially bonded whiskers or fibers [24].

Accordingly, the principal goal of the present study is to quantify directly the magnitude and distribution of bridging tractions during subcritical crack growth under both static and in particular cyclic loads in a well characterized grain-bridging ceramic, specifically a high-toughness silicon carbide [25, 26], employing the crack-opening profile technique described above. In situ measurements for near-static loading are used to predict the R-curve, and corresponding measurements for cyclic loads are used to quantify the decay in bridging during fatigue-crack growth. Such results in turn are used to simulate fatigue crack-growth rate data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1. Materials

Studies were performed on an in situ toughened silicon carbide, termed ABC-SiC. The ceramic was prepared by hot pressing submicron β-SiC powder, mixed with 3 wt% Al, 0.6 wt% B, and 4 wt% Apiezon wax (converted to ~2 wt% C upon pyrolysis), at 1900°C for 1 h at 50 MPa under flowing argon, as described elsewhere [25]. The resulting microstructure consists of a three-dimensional interlocking network of highly elongated and plate-like primarily α-phase (4H) grains, typically 5.5 ± 2.4 μm long by 0.7 ± 0.2 μm wide surrounded by ~1 mm thick amorphous Al-containing grain-boundary phase. This microstructure has excellent ambient-temperature strength (four-point bend strength of 650 ± 40 MPa) and toughness properties. The toughness results from extensive crack bridging by the plate-like grains to yield an R-curve rising from a (long-crack) initiation toughness of 500 ± 5.5 MPa√m to a steady-state value of 9.1 MPa√m after ~600 μm of stable crack extension [26]. Further details on the microstructure and properties of ABC-SiC are given elsewhere [25, 26].

2.2. Profile measurements

Cyclic-fatigue cracks were grown in the ABC-SiC in a room air environment at 25°C using disk-shaped compact tension DC(T) specimens (with thickness B = 3.30 mm, and width W = 28.6 mm and an initial notch length of 0.3 mm). To maintain a constant crack-growth rate, da/dN, cracks were grown on a computer-controlled servo-hydraulic testing machine under stress-intensity, K, control at a frequency of 25 Hz (sine wave) with a load ratio (ratio of minimum to maximum stress intensities, R = Kmin/Kmax) of 0.1. Procedures generally met with those outlined in the ASTM fatigue-crack growth standard E647.

Two conditions were chosen to distinguish the relative effects of cyclic loading on the magnitude of bridging tractions:

- **Case I:** da/dN was maintained at a near-instability value of ~2 x 10⁻⁶ m/cycle, with Kmax = 8.4 MPa√m, i.e. at ~92% Kc to simulate behavior on the R-curve.†
- **Case II:** da/dN was maintained at a near-threshold value of ~1 x 10⁻⁶ m/cycle, with Kmax = 6.8 MPa√m, i.e. at ~75% Kc to simulate the cyclically-loaded crack.

In each case, the fatigue cracks were grown at least 2 mm at the rates given above prior to data collection.‡ final crack lengths (when the opening profile was measured) were 21.1 mm for Case I and 18.1 mm for Case II. The bridging zone in Case II were the crack was grown at near-threshold levels, experienced many orders of magnitude more loading cycles. Therefore, the intent of the comparison was to discern whether the bridging tractions in Case II would be degraded relative to Case I, as one would expect from the notion of fatigue-crack advance being motivated by a cycle-dependent suppression of shielding.

Following pre-cracking, the specimens were loaded to an applied stress intensity of K = 6.22 MPa√m on an in situ loading stage inside the chamber of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Crack-opening profiles were then measured over evenly spaced distances behind the crack tip; typically this spacing was between ~15 and 20 μm. The opening at each location was measured to a resolution of better than ~20 nm. A total of approximately 100 data points were taken for each case, spanning a region of crack wake of ~1.5 mm in length. In view of the highly tortuous nature of the crack path and the large amount of scatter, the number of data points was kept large in an effort to

---

† Several attempts were made to grow a crack in the ABC-SiC under purely static loading; however, the specimen failed catastrophically each time.

‡ At 2 x 10⁻⁶ m/cycle (Case I) it took roughly 1 h to grow 2 mm, whereas at 1 x 10⁻¹⁰ m/cycle (Case II) it took just over 9 days.
obtain a statistically relevant sampling of the crack-opening profile.

2.3. Calculation of crack-bridging parameters

Crack-opening displacement solutions for sharp cracks in linear elastic solids indicate that a traction-free crack under tensile loading has a parabolic opening profile (dashed line in Fig. 1) given by (valid in the near-tip regime or when the crack is small compared to the specimen size [27]):

\[ u_{TF}(X) = \frac{K_A}{E} \left( \frac{8X}{\pi} \right)^{1/2}, \]

where \( 2a \) is the crack-opening displacement, \( X \) is the distance behind the crack tip, \( K_A \) is the applied stress intensity, and \( E \) is the elastic modulus \((E(1-v^2))\) in plane stress or \( E/(1-v) \) in plane strain, where \( v \) is Poisson’s ratio.

Under the action of bridging tractions, however, the net opening profile, \( u(X) \), for a crack under an applied far-field stress intensity, \( K_A \), with a bridging traction distribution, \( p(X) \), of length \( L \) acting across the crack faces (solid line in Fig. 1) is obtained from [28]:

\[ u(X) = \frac{K_A}{E} \left( \frac{8X}{\pi} \right)^{1/2} + \frac{2}{\pi E} \int_{0}^{L} p(X') \ln \frac{\sqrt{X'^2} + \sqrt{X}}{\sqrt{X'^2} - \sqrt{X}} dX', \]

where \( X \) is the point at which the displacement is evaluated and \( X' \) is the integrated variable where the stress \( p \) acts. (Note that here \( p \) is considered negative when acting to close the crack.)

Equation (2) was used to solve for the traction distribution function, \( p(X) \), at a known applied stress intensity, \( K_A = 6.22 \text{ MPa} \sqrt{\text{m}} \), and experimentally determine \( u(X) \).\(^\dagger\) As this inverse problem has an infinite number of solutions for \( p(X) \), which satisfy equation (2) given a known opening profile and applied far-field load [11], a physically reasonable form of the \( p(X) \) function was chosen \textit{a priori} to minimize the number of fit parameters. Specifically, a softening form of the bridging-stress function was selected [34]. This form is widely used to represent bridging tractions in many grain-bridging ceramics where frictional pullout dominates \([1, 2, 8–10, 26]\), and is expressed as:

\[ p(X) = P_{\text{max}} \left( 1 - \frac{X}{L} \right)^n, \]

where the function \( p(X) \) describes the bridging stress distribution as a function of distance behind the crack tip, \( X \), starting from a maximum value of \( P_{\text{max}} \) at the crack tip \((X = 0)\), and falling to zero at the end of the bridging zone \((X = L)\). The maximum bridging stress is equivalent to the product of the residual clamping stress acting on a grain, \( \sigma_n \), due to thermal expansion anisotropies and the coefficient of friction, \( \mu \), i.e. \( P_{\text{max}} = \mu \sigma_n \) [2]. The shape of the decrease is determined by the exponent \( n \). For example, \( n = 0 \) corresponds to a uniformly dis-

\(^\dagger\)Note that in the present study specimen geometry effects on the crack-opening profiles as described by Fett [29–33] are ignored for simplicity. This is justified by the close correspondence of the near-tip solution given by equation (1) and those which correct for specimen geometry effects (Fig. 2). Indeed, the two solutions never differ by more than 10% within the range of measured data.

Fig. 2. Calculated crack-opening profiles for a traction-free crack under an applied stress intensity of \( K_A = 6.22 \text{ MPa} \sqrt{\text{m}} \). The solid line represents the near-field solution [equation (1)] and ignores specimen geometry. Dashed lines, however, account for specimen geometry and crack size [29–33]). Included in the plot are the calculations for both Case I \((a = 21.1 \text{ mm})\) and Case II \((a = 18.1 \text{ mm})\). Corrections for specimen geometry are small and do not exceed \( \sim 10\% \).
tributed stress over the entire bridging zone, whereas \( n = 1 \) corresponds to the case of frictional pullout where the cross-sectional geometry of the bridging grains does not change during crack opening [35].

The parameter \( L \) was set at the maximum extent of the data \((L = 1.5 \text{ mm})\). The combination of \( n \) and \( P_{\max} \) which minimized the error (sum of squares) between the data and the calculated profile \([\text{equation (2)}]\) was taken as the best fit. By performing this procedure on the data from both the near-instability (Case I) and near-threshold (Case II) cracks, it was possible to compare the effects of cyclic loading on the magnitude of bridging tractions in the wake of the crack tip. For all calculations, values of \( E = 400 \text{ GPa} \) for the elastic modulus and \( v = 0.25 \) for Poisson’s ratio were taken as being representative of polycrystalline SiC [36].

The distribution function from the near-instability case (Case I) was used to determine the bridging-stress–displacement function, \( p(u) \) (representing the variation in bridging tractions with crack-opening displacement) for the ABC-SiC, as it most closely represented the bridging tractions developed during monotonic loading.\(^\dagger\) \( p(u) \) can be readily calculated for this case since the best-fit \( u(X) \) opening profile and the \( p(X) \) distribution are both known. Inverting the function \( u(X) \) into \( X(u) \) allows \( p(u) \) to be determined as:

\[
p(u) = P_{\max} \left(1 - \frac{X(u)}{L}\right)^n.
\]

The point at which \( p(u) = 0 \), i.e. at the end of the bridging zone, is referred to as the critical crack opening and denoted by \( 2u_c \).

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1. Bridging tractions during near-monotonic loading

The measured crack-opening profile for Case I, where the crack was grown at \( \sim 92\% K_c \) \((K_c = 6.22 \text{ MPa} \cdot \text{m}^{1/2})\), is plotted in Fig. 3 as function of distance \( X \) behind the crack tip; the calculated opening profile for a traction-free crack under the same loading conditions, \( u_{\text{TF}}(X) \) from equation (1), is included for comparison (solid line). It is apparent that the shape of the measured profile is closer to linear than to parabolic; moreover, its opening is significantly smaller than that expected for the traction-free crack. Also included in this plot is the best-fit crack-opening profile determined from equation (2). The scatter evident in the opening profile data results from the highly tortuous nature of the crack path; the fit, therefore, represents average behavior.

The fitting procedure yielded a maximum bridging stress of \( P_{\max} = 100 \text{ MPa} \) with \( n = 1.4 \), and the best-fit bridging distribution function, \( p(X) \), is plotted in Fig. 4(a). The best-fit \( p(X) \) and \( u(X) \) functions were also used to calculate the \( p(u) \) function [equation (4)]. This bridging stress–displacement function for the ABC-SiC is illustrated in Fig. 4(b), where the bridging stress is maximum at 100 MPa and drops to zero after a critical opening, \( u_c \), of

\(^\dagger\) Whereas the bridging distribution function, \( p(X) \), is influenced by specimen geometry and crack length, the bridging-stress–displacement function, \( p(u) \), is a material property, independent of crack size and specimen geometry. Indeed the R-curves for various specimen geometries and flaw sizes can be deduced from a knowledge of \( p(u) \) [29,31] provided the appropriate weight functions are known for the specific specimen geometry (these can be found for most common geometries in Refs [29–31]).
790 nm (2λf = 1.6 μm). These values of Pmax and n compare well with data for polycrystalline alumina, where Pmax has been reported from 40 to 120 MPa and n and from 1 to 2.5 [5, 6, 9, 11–16]. In addition, this value of Pmax correlates well to Raman spectroscopy measurements of internal residual stress fluctuations from grain to grain in the ABC-SiC [37]. Fluctuations as high as ~150 MPa were observed over a scale consistent with grains or small clusters of grains [37]. Such stresses, induced via thermal expansion anisotropy during cooling from processing temperatures, are known to have a large effect on bridging behavior [1, 2].

As a check on the validity of the bridging tractions determined using these fitting procedures, an R-curve was calculated from the distribution function for the near-instability case (Case I) and compared to experimentally measured behavior under monotonic loading. The bridging contribution for a crack that has propagated an amount Δa, K(R(Δa)), was determined from the bridging stress distribution, ρ(X), via [2]:

\[
K_R(Δa) = \left( \frac{2}{π} \right)^{1/2} \int_0^{Δa} \frac{ρ(Δa)}{\sqrt{X}} dX.
\]  

(5)

To calculate the R-curve, Δa was varied from Δa = 0 to Δa = L. With a knowledge of the long-crack initiation toughness (K0 ~ 5.5 MPa√m for ABC-SiC), the resistance curve, K(R(Δa)), can be determined from:

\[
K_R(Δa) = K_0 + K_R(Δa).
\]  

(6)

Note this again ignores specimen geometry effects, which, as mentioned previously, are expected to be small in this case (see Fig. 2).

Using equations (5) and (6) with the best-fit ρ(X) and ρ(Δa) functions derived above, the R-curve for ABC-SiC is simulated in Fig. 5 and can be seen to be in reasonable agreement to that measured experimentally on DC(T) specimens. Indeed, the simulated R-curve is ~86% saturated after the first 600 μm of crack extension, despite the fact that L was set to 1.5 mm. Furthermore, the predicted peak toughness is 9.2 MPa√m, compared to the measured value of 9.1 MPa√m, which gives credence to the validity of this fit.

These bridging parameters are also consistent with experimentally observed bridging processes (Fig. 6). Although pullout distances varied from grain to grain, SEM observations showed that they typically ranged from ~1 to 5 μm. An alternative measure of the critical crack opening is the point where the R-curve has achieved 95% of the steady-state value (this avoids errors due to uncertainties in the value of L). Using equation (5) and the best-fit ρ(Δa) distribution, 95% of the steady-state Kc value is achieved after Δa ~ 880 μm. This corresponds to a critical crack opening of 520 nm (i.e., 2λf ~ 1 μm), again consistent with SEM observations of crack profiles in Fig. 6.

3.2. Effect of cyclic loading on bridging tractions

The measured opening-profile (at Kc = 6.22 MPa√m) for the crack grown after extensive fatigue cycling at a near-threshold growth rate of ~1 × 10^-10 m/cycle (Case II) is compared in Fig. 7 with the crack-opening profiles for the traction-free
crack (solid line) and for the near-instability crack, grown at \( \sim 2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m/cycle} \). It is apparent that the near-threshold crack is significantly more open than the near-instability crack and essentially straddles the profile for the traction-free crack. This is consistent with a reduction in the magnitude of bridging tractions for a bridging zone that has experienced several orders of magnitude more loading cycles. The enhanced opening is evident particularly in the near-tip region [Fig. 7(b)], where most of the steady-state toughness is developed (i.e. within \( \sim 600 \mu \text{m} \) of the tip). The best-fit \( p(X) \) function from the near-threshold (Case II) crack is compared to the near-instability (Case I) crack in Fig. 8. It is clear that continued cyclic loading acts to degrade the bridging tractions; moreover, the opening profile of the crack-tip region tends toward that of a traction-free crack. This has also been observed previously in Si₃N₄ [22, 23], and is also consistent with the severe abrasion observed on fatigue fracture surfaces in the ABC-SiC [26].

The magnitude of bridging tractions measured at \( \Delta a/\Delta N \sim 1 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/cycle} \) and \( \Delta a/\Delta N \sim 2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m/cycle} \) (Fig. 8) can be used to simulate experimental cyclic fatigue-crack growth rate data. Simulation of corresponding crack-growth behavior under fatigue loading was based on the notions that the crack-advance mechanism does not change and that the influence of the cyclic loads is to progressively degrade crack bridging. This was deemed to be valid since, unlike metals or intermetallics [38], the crack-advance mechanism during fatigue-crack growth in non-transforming ceramics at ambient temperatures is identical to that occurring under monotonic loading (i.e. to static fatigue) [18-20].

The simulation procedure is summarized as follows:

- the steady-state shielding term, \( K_\text{sh} \), for the bridging zones shown in Fig. 8 were calculated with \( \Delta a = L = 1.5 \text{ mm} \), using equation (5);
- the driving force, \( K_\text{max} \), to maintain this growth rate, \( da/\Delta N \), was determined by adding this shielding term, \( K_\text{sh} \), to the long-crack initiation toughness, \( K_\text{in} \), i.e. \( K_\text{max} = K_\text{in} + K_\text{sh} \).

The steady-state shielding values active at a given growth rate were found to be \( K_\text{sh} \sim 5.5 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{\text{m}} \) at \( 1 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/cycle} \) and \( 3.7 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{\text{m}} \) at \( 2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m/cycle} \). Adding each of these shielding values to the long-crack initiation toughness as measured on the R-curve (\( K_\text{in} \sim 5.5 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{\text{m}} \)), the total driving force, \( K_\text{max} \), required to continue fatigue-crack growth at the given velocity was determined as \( \sim 8.0 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{\text{m}} \) at \( 1 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/cycle} \) and \( \sim 9.2 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{\text{m}} \) at \( 2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m/cycle} \). The predicted variation in \( da/\Delta N \) with the stress-intensity range (\( \Delta K = K_\text{max}/(1 - R) \)) for ABC-SiC is compared in Fig. 9 with crack-growth rate data experimentally measured on DC(T) specimens at \( R = 0.1 \) [26]. Using a simplified form of the Paris law where \( da/\Delta N = C (\Delta K)^m \), a regression fit of the simulated data yields values of \( m = 38 \), compared to the experimentally measured value of \( m = 37 \). A comparison of predicted and experimental fatigue results are summarized in Table 1.

The growth rates simulated from the crack-opening profile data can be seen to be in reasonably close agreement, although marginally underpredicting, the experimentally measured growth rates. The
closeness of this fit in addition to the direct quantitative evidence of a cycle-induced degradation in shielding imply that the essential physics of the cyclic-crack growth process involves the cycle-dependent degradation of the active bridging zone.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study has been made of the mechanisms of cyclic fatigue-crack propagation in a high-toughness, grain-bridging monolithic ceramic, ABC-SiC, specifically to examine the bridging stresses as a function of cyclic loading. In order to investigate the effect of the number of loading cycles on the strength of the bridging zone in the wake, cracks were grown in cyclic fatigue, both at a relatively high velocity near the \( K_c \) instability (to simulate behavior on the R-curve) and at a low velocity near the fatigue threshold (to simulate the cyclically-loaded crack). Using well-established elastic solutions, the bridging tractions were determined in each case by \textit{in situ} measurement of the crack-opening profiles at a fixed applied load in the scanning electron microscope. Differences between expected profiles for traction-free cracks and the measured profiles were then utilized to estimate the traction distributions. The magnitude of the bridging stresses were shown to correlate very well to:

- simulation of experimentally measured resistance-curves;
- simulation of experimentally measured fatigue-crack growth rate behavior;
- SEM observations of grain bridging and the pull-out process.

These results provide direct, quantitative evidence that bridging tractions are indeed progressively diminished due to cyclic loading during fatigue-crack propagation in a grain-bridging ceramic.
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\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
\hline
& Experimental & Simulated \\
\hline
Threshold, \( \Delta K_{TH} \) (MPa m\(^{1/2}\)) & 6.4 & 8.0 \\
\( m \) & 37 & 38 \\
\( C \) (MPa m\(^{1/2}\)) & \( 6.5 \times 10^{-4} \) & \( 3.2 \times 10^{-4} \) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Simulated vs experimental fatigue-crack growth parameters Paris fit parameters}
\end{table}
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